POINTS OF INTEREST
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Oxen Park was established in the 15th or 16th century as one of a number of cattle farms
belonging to Furness Abbey. The name ‘Park’ may date as far back as the 13th century and
refer to a deer hunting area. More substantial dwellings were
built in the late 17th century, with some dating back to 1697;
a
the original pub - the ‘Black Lion’ - is dated 1730.
b Abbot Park Farm The farm was originally owned by the
Abbots of Furness. They would send their monks out to tend
the cattle on the moor. The farm was originally just a small
building with two rooms and a 30 ft deep well which is still
there. Today visitors can enjoy the camp site, camping barn
and the products of the owners’ expert baking in the tea
room.
c Potash Kiln Green twigs or bracken were burnt in the
kilns to produce an ash rich in potassium. This was used to
produce a soft liquid soap (or lye) in which the cloth was
soaked to remove any impurities before bleaching. The stonebuilt potash kilns are more likely to have dated from the later
post-medieval period.

Packhorse Route The route we take from Low Bethecar
right across the Moor is an ancient highway or packhorse
route dating back to the 12th century. It was used to transport
corpses from Hawkshead to Dalton-in-Furness for burial at
the ‘mother-church’, and also served as a direct link between
the iron-ore mines around Dalton-in-Furness and the
bloomery sites in High Furness. A bloomery was a furnace
for producing smelted iron from the iron ore rock. Bloomery
sites were small, transient and seasonal affairs, set up by
the side of a beck for water, and close to woodlands where
charcoal could be made.
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Forestry Plantation The Forestry Commission was set up by
the government after WWI to meet future need for timber, as
woodland cover had declined to only 5% of land area. During
WWII there was another mass felling in the UK to supply the
wood needed for the war. Grizedale was planted in the 1950’s.
During this process, a few farmsteads were demolished along
with some of the old packhorse routes and bloomeries. Present
day woodland cover in the UK is 12%.
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j Corker Lane The name is probably derived from ‘Cauker’:
the name of the field at the northern end of the lane. The origin
of this name is unclear, but one meaning of ‘cauker’ is the iron
rim or plate fixed onto wooden clogs, shoe-heels, or onto
horseshoes to prevent slipping. Perhaps the steepness of
this lane meant that caukers were a necessity? Or perhaps a
person who fitted them lived here?

d Bethecar Moor has been farmed for some 450 years. Local
farms were allocated certain ‘common rights’ for grazing
a number of sheep or cattle, or taking bracken for animal
bedding. The decline of these traditional practices has caused
bracken to encroach over most of the Moor. It is now managed
under an ‘Environmental Stewardship Scheme’ where grants
are given for reducing the bracken cover to improve habitats
for species such as the rare High Brown Fritillary butterfly.
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k Ickenthwaite is a small farming community. Its name
means ‘clearing where squirrels are found’ - from the Norse
‘Ikorni’ meaning squirrel, and ‘thwaite’ meaning clearing.
Look out for the ‘sliding rock’ (see photo) which is just above
High Ickenthwaite Farm. The worn, moss-free strip of rock is
where local children used to have a lot of fun sliding on tin
trays from top to bottom.

e Cairn The Lake District Historic Environmental Record
describes this cairn as a possible Bronze Age stone burial chamber.
f Slate Dressing Area Large slabs of slate called ‘clogs’ were
broken down to smaller chunks using sledge-hammers and
chisels. These were ‘riven’ creating thin slates which were then
‘dressed’ (shaped), for use in building. The men who did this were
called ‘cloggers’ and ‘slate rivers’.
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l Plants of Moor and Marsh The area around the bridleway
to Oxen Park is notable for its extensive stands of Juniper
(Juniperus communis), one of the first plants to colonise
Cumbria after the ice age. Its berries are used to flavour gin.
In the wetter areas, a short scrubby aromatic plant called ‘bog
myrtle’ or ‘sweet gale’ (Myrica gale) grows, traditionally used as
an insect repellent. Amongst the bog myrtle, if walking in late
summer, you may find the county flower of Cumbria – the ‘Bogstar’ or ‘Grass of Parnassus’ (Parnassia palustris).

g Rabbit Smoot A rabbit smoot (or smout) is where rabbits are
driven from the surrounding fields through the hole in the wall,
and are netted or trapped by a woodsman on the woodland side
and eaten.
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Start points: 1. Oxen Park Reading Room (Green Hut) (Sat Nav LA12 8HG) or
2. Abbot Park Farm (Sat Nav LA12 8HW) Grid Ref: SD314881.
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These walks are full of variety following old paths and tracks through farmland, old and
new woodland and the amazing, wild Bethecar Moor. The paths are rough and wet
(appropriate footwear recommended) with several stone step stiles and stream (beck)
crossings to negotiate. Walking poles or a sturdy hazel stick would be useful for these
sections.

The whole area provides a sensitive habitat for much flora and fauna, especially red
deer. Stick to the route, stay quiet and you should be rewarded with many
delights.

PMS 219
PMS 5483
PMS 429

From Oxen Park add 1.5km/1 mile (20 minutes) total distance

Gr nw d
Trails

Oxen Park to
Bethecar Moor

Look out for the Greenwood Trails waymarkers
4 x 3mm Holes @5mm Centres

Length and duration of the walks
SHORT ROUTE from Abbot Park (fields woodland and some open fell)
6km
4 miles
2 - 2½ hours
MEDIUM ROUTE from Abbot Park (includes exposed open fell)
9.5km
6 miles
2 ½ - 3½ hours
LONG ROUTE from Abbot Park (over the moor and through Grizedale forest)
11.5 km
7 miles
4 - 5 hours

If you want to find out more about the area go to

www.ruslandhorizons.org
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GREENWOOD TRAILS

Bethecar Moor is open fell rising to 1100ft (300 Metres). Its isolation and quietness is one
of its great attractions, but be wary in poor visibility, keep an eye open for the marker
posts and if you have one, carry a compass. You should be confident about reading this
map. Check the weather forecast before starting and when you have finished check
yourself and your dog for ticks.

Refreshments and toilets are available at the Manor House, Oxen Park
(5pm – 11pm) and Abbot Park Farm (tea room open by arrangement).
The farm also has a camp site and camping barns.
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KEY INFORMATION

A choice of walking routes of varying difficulty
around this inspiring and beautiful location
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WALK 4

Oxen Park to Bethecar Moor
Directions for the walk

Start

from Oxen Park Reading Room – locally known as ‘The Green Hut’.

1 From the Hall walk west along the road and turn right along the public
footpath (‘Stock Farm’). Cross the beck and follow the track up to meet
a bridleway that crosses your path and disappears into a double-walled
track. Go across the bridleway and up the footpath (‘Stock Farm’) to the
top. Go over stone stiles to cross the fields to bring you to Abbot Park Farm
(1km).

Start

from Abbot Park Farm – parking available.

2 From in front of the camping barns follow the footpath sign (‘Stock Farm
Bletherbarrow Lane’). First right to a large gate, left along the fence to an
old stile and cross this field past the marker post to another gate. Bear left
down to a small gate and concrete bridge across the beck.
3 Cross the beck and follow the path up to a forest road. 50 yards to the
right is the potash kiln at c . Continue up through the wood to cross a
stone stile into farmland. Go up to the right, over another stone stile and
gates leading to Stock Farm. Go through the farmyard and out on the
main farm track to a road (Bletherbarrow Lane).
4 Cross the road down to a bridge and onwards through this wood crossing
a couple of tracks before coming to a stone stile into more farmland.
Follow the posts across this field and over a step stile into woodland. The
narrow path leads down to a beck crossing, a wall gap and out on to
Bethecar Moor.
5 Turn right and follow the path up beside the stone wall and
then the beck. The path crosses the beck and follows
the wall again up to a footpath entrance to High
Bethecar Farm land. Ignoring this entrance,
keep the wall on your right and follow a trod
(rough path) steeply up and over to a second
entrance to High Bethecar. Turn left, then
up to the right to meet a distinct path at a
wall corner. Follow this path with the wall
still on your right and continue to the
gate which leads down to Low Bethecar
barn.
6 Here you can stay on the moor side
of the wall and follow it down to the
distinct footbridge by a lone yew tree.
Alternatively go through the gate and
follow the path down to look at this
traditional old barn (Low Bethecar). At the
barn, turn sharp left to the stile onto the
moor and the footbridge. Here the short
route takes off south back to Abbot Park
Farm, while the medium and long routes
turn east to cross the southern part of the
moor.

MEDIUM & LONG ROUTES – RETURN LEG
j Take the gate signed ‘Oxen Park’. Follow this green road through another
gate and onwards. Immediately after a short double walled section, take
the bridleway that forks right. Follow the marker posts down the valley
to cross a footbridge (1km) then through a gate onto another part of the
common.
11a To return to Oxen Park: keep to the bridleway and, after a short
double-walled section, keep left. Drop down to the footbridge and up to
the village hall.
11b To return to Abbot Park: shortly after the gate turn
right and follow the rough track
uphill until it meets a public
footpath where you turn
i
right to cross a stone
stile. Cross the fields
by the marked
route to reach
the farm.
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SHORT ROUTE
7a From the bridge, walk up to the plantation ahead
(Arklid Intake). Cross the wooden step stile and walk
through the wood to exit over a stone stile onto a large
track junction.
7b Go straight over and follow the track 1 km back to Abbot Park.
If you started in Oxen Park retrace your route across the fields
and down through the wood.
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MAP KEY
Short Route
Medium Route
Long Route
Public Footpath
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LONG ROUTE
8b Cross the beck and follow the path straight on to a gate in a deer fence
and the double walled pack-horse route. This leads on down to a small
beck and forestry gate marking the edge of Grizedale forest. Follow the
forest road to a junction, turn right and then next right again.
9 This forest road soon ends and the route picks up the public footpath
which goes down through woodland and eventually out onto a narrow
tarmac lane (Corker Lane). Turn right and follow the lane uphill to
Ickenthwaite. Just beyond High Ickenthwaite Farm you meet the return
leg of the Medium route at point 10.
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Start 2

MEDIUM & LONG ROUTES
7a From the footbridge, turn left and soon pick up an old pack-horse route.
Follow this track and marker posts up to a cairn. The path then skirts left
around a “moss” (boggy area) and round Old Parrock Hill before dropping
down to a beck crossing and meeting of paths. Take a break before
deciding which route to take next. Look across the stream to see the slate
dressing area f .
MEDIUM ROUTE
8a Turn sharp right before the beck to follow a well-marked path which
brings you past the moorland ‘intake’ called ‘Old Parrock’ then on down
to come to Ickenthwaite. Cut across the pasture just before the houses
and look out for the ‘sliding rock’. Turn left to the gate and road by High
Ickenthwaite Farm. Turn right. This is where the Medium and Long Routes
meet. To continue this route go to point 10.
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To enjoy your visit and help look after this
special place please follow the Country code:
• Be safe – plan ahead and follow any signs
• Leave gates and property as you ﬁnd them
• Protect plants and animals and take your litter home
• Please keep dogs under close control
• Consider other people

